Press Release

SSB MELA CONCLUDES

New Delhi, 13.11.16 - Three day long SSB Welfare Exhibition concluded today in a colourful cultural programme. Smt. Aruni Doval w/o Shri Ajit Doval, National Security Adviser was Chief Guest of the closing function. On the occasion she also released the Telephone Directory of SSB Wives Welfare Organization “Sandiksha” which was prepared to make SSB wives closer to each other.

On the occasion while addressing gathering Smt. Doval appreciated the works of Sandiksha.

Smt. Archana Ramasundaram, Director General, SSB-cum-President Sandiksha in her welcome address appraised people about the role of Sandiksha and said that presently she is performing dual role in SSB one as a Director General and another as President Sandiksha. Due to this she has an opportunity to interact directly with the wives of SSB jawans and know their problems and solve the same.

Honorary Joint Secretary, Sandiksha Smt. Sunita Tiwari given vote of thanks.

Earlier on the second day the famous folk singer and Padmashree awardee Mrs. Malini Awasthi performed her patriotic song during the cultural programme of Sandiksha. In it cultural programme of various Frontiers of SSB was also presented. Her unique and traditional presentation mesmerised everyone. In the closing function prizes were also given to the best stall, best cultural programme etc. Lok Sabha Speaker Smt. Sumitra Mahajan inaugurated this mela on 11th November, 2016.
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